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and what some of the issues are in the 2018 election. While it was written for young people, it
could be useful for anyone who is trying to understand the American political process.
Many people feel American politics are very divisive right now. The goal of this guide isn’t to
take a position. It’s to educate students about how the process is intended to work. Some
controversial issues that may influence elections are mentioned, but no positions are taken. It's
up to parents and teachers to foster conversation around those issues.
Important terms and vocabulary words are highlighted in bold. If you’re trying to understand
American elections better, knowing this vocabulary is key. If you’re teaching this guide to
younger students, you could assign these words as definitions or simply check for
understanding. These terms are all defined in the course of the text.
At the end of each section, there are a few questions that can serve as aids to discussion. Talk
them through, ask a student to respond in writing, or just read them over. It’s up to you. Most of
these don’t have one right or wrong answer, but instead ask for your opinions or thoughts,
sometimes on issues of greater controversy than this guide covers. It's up to you how much to
discuss these. Some of the questions may ask about your local races or issues. You should go
consult trustworthy local sources to learn more about those.
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There’s an election this year.
On Tuesday, November 6, elections will be held across the United States. Voters will select U.S.
senators, U.S. representatives, governors, members of state legislatures, mayors, and local
officials. Billions of dollars will be spent on these campaigns by business groups, activist groups,
and political parties, and tens of thousands of political activists will be working hard to get
voters to come out in support of their candidates.
Why are these elections so important? To understand that, we need to briefly look at how the
federal or national government is set up.
The U.S. Constitution created three separate, equal branches of government. The Executive
Branch is responsible for carrying out laws, through enforcement and through regulation. There
are just two elected members of this branch, the President and Vice President. But the federal
government is very large, and has many components. This branch also consists of various
agencies like the Education Department and the Defense Department. The heads of these
departments are appointed by the President and are collectively called the Cabinet. The
Executive Branch also includes agencies set up to create regulations, like the Food and Drug
Administration.
The Judicial Branch consists of federal courts -- the U.S. Supreme Court, which has nine
members, as well as various other courts set up to handle cases involving federal law. State and
local laws are handled in courts set up at those levels of government.

The United States Capitol Building in Washington, D.C. houses both chambers of
the legislative branch of government.

The Legislative Branch is made up of two chambers, the U.S. Senate and the U.S. House of
Representatives. This second chamber is often referred to as just the “House” or as “Congress”,
even though technically, both chambers make up Congress. There are two senators for each
state, 100 in total; there are 435 members of the House. So even though they have equal power,
senators are generally considered more important than members of the House, who are usually
called “representatives” or “congress people,” since there are fewer of them.
The Legislative Branch is the focus of the 2018 elections at the national level. In addition, many
states are having important elections for governor and other offices. The governor is the head of
the executive branch in each state. States also have legislatures of their own, most of them also
made up of two chambers. They serve a similar function at the state level as the federal
legislature does at the national level, considering legislation that is then agreed to or rejected by
the governor.

Who are your elected representatives?
What elections are taking place in your state?

What’s a midterm?
Under the U.S. system, presidents are elected every four years. The last presidential election
was in 2016, and the next one will be in 2020. Members of the House are elected to two-year
terms, so every House seat had an election in 2016, will have one in 2018, and will have another
in 2020.
Senators are elected to six-year terms, and these elections are spread out over even-numbered
years -- one-third of the Senate seats were up for election in 2016, one-third will be on the
ballot this year, and one-third will be on the ballot in 2020. Sometimes there are special Senate
elections scheduled for November in these even-numbered years as well. If a senator dies or
leaves office early, their state’s governor appoints a temporary senator and a special election is
scheduled to fill the remainder of the term. So there are actually 35 Senate elections in
November 2018, because of special elections in Minnesota and Mississippi.

Every member of the United States House of Representatives will be up for election in 2018.
Many states schedule their elections for governor in these even-numbered years when there is
no presidential election. These are called “gubernatorial elections.” Thirty-six states have
elections for governor this year, and many will also elect members of their own state-level
legislatures that decide on state laws.
When these even-year elections take place in a year when there is not a presidential election,
they are referred to as “mid-term elections” or just “midterms”. Lots of senators, and all
members of the House, were up for re-election in 2016, just as many are in 2018. There is no
difference in the significance of these elections.
But because presidential elections get so much attention from the media, political parties, and
voters, in presidential election years, these other elections do not get as much attention. In
years when there is no presidential election, all of the focus is on these elections for Senate,
House, state governors, and other offices.

Do you think legislative races deserve less attention than presidential
races?
Some states schedule state level elections for odd number years when
there are no federal elections. Do you think that’s a good idea?
Should we try to raise voter turnout? Why or why not?

Why does it matter who wins?
The party that has the most seats in the Senate or House is called the majority party, while the
party with fewer is called the minority party. There are significant advantages to being the
majority party.
The biggest advantage is having more votes on legislation. If the President’s party has the
majority in both the Senate and the House, that party is much more likely to be able to enact its
agenda. In the Senate, rules sometimes make it hard for legislation to pass without at least 60
votes, which lets the minority party prevent or at least slow passage for a while.
The majority party also gets to set an agenda of its own. The House is headed by a
representative called the Speaker, who is elected by overall majority vote of representatives.
The Speaker gets to decide what legislation will be voted on when, which can essentially stop
some legislation from ever being considered, or help move legislation along quickly. The current
Speaker is Paul Ryan, a congressman from Wisconsin. Ryan is not running for re-election this
year, so if Republicans keep their House majority, they will choose a new Speaker next year.
The Senate has a similar structure. There, the head of the party with the most seats is called the
Majority Leader, and that senator also can control what gets voted on -- or not voted on -- and
when. The current Senate Majority Leader is Sen. Mitch McConnell of Kentucky. The official
head of the Senate is the Vice President, who has the power to decide a tie vote. But other than
fulfilling this role, vice presidents are rarely involved with the Senate anymore.
The minority party also has its own leadership. The current House Minority Leader is Rep.
Nancy Pelosi of California, who served as Speaker the last time the Democrats held the majority.
She was the first, and so far only, female Speaker. If Democrats win a House majority this year,
there is a good chance she will be Speaker again, though some Democrats say they would prefer
to elect a new leader. The Senate Minority Leader is currently Sen. Charles Schumer of New
York.
Speaker of the House is a constitutionally defined office. If the President and Vice President
both die or leave office, the Speaker would become president. This has never happened. Senate
Majority Leader is not an office defined in the Constitution. It grew in significance over time.
Beyond the basic question of who runs the Senate and House, the elections determine who will
run the powerful committees in both the Senate and House. Each chamber has a number of
committees focused on issues like spending, taxation, defense, education, healthcare, energy,
international affairs, and other subjects. These consist of a small number of senators or

representatives. When new legislation is being considered, these committees consider it first
and study it in detail, before deciding whether to recommend it for consideration by the full
Senate or House.

Committees are a powerful and important part of how Congress runs. This is a hearing of the Armed Forces
committee.

These committees also question the President’s nominees for Executive Branch posts before
the Senate votes on whether to confirm or reject them. Committees also have the power to
oversee what officials in the Executive Branch are doing. For instance, the Senate Homeland
Security and Governmental Affairs Committee can call the Secretary of Homeland Security,
appointed by the President, to appear and answer questions. The Secretary is obligated to do so.
The Senate also determines if these people get their jobs in the first place. While the President
has the power to nominate people for these important jobs, they must be confirmed by the
Senate. The Senate has not actually rejected a President’s nominee for any Cabinet job since
1989, but presidents since that time have occasionally withdrawn nominations that seemed
likely to fail. The nomination of the current Education Secretary, Betsy DeVos, was a 50-50 tie in
the Senate, so Vice President Mike Pence decided in her favor.

Since both the Senate and House are currently controlled by President Donald Trump’s party,
questioning of Administration officials has been generally mild over the past two years. If
Democrats get control of either the Senate or House, these officials would face tougher
scrutiny. In addition, various members of the Administration, including the President himself,
have been under investigation for various reasons. If the Democrats get control of either the
Senate or House, they will have the ability to force these officials to answer questions, and to
produce documents those officials might prefer to keep secret.

Some people say there’s no real difference between the two major
political parties. Do you agree?
What elections are taking place in your state?

Who’s running this year?
According to the Constitution, anyone who is
at least 25 years old and meets certain
citizenship requirements can be in the House,
and anyone who is at least 30 and meets
those requirements can be in the Senate. The
youngest current members at time of
election are Rep. Elise Stefanik, a Republican
from New York who was elected at age 30,
and Sen. Tom Cotton, a Republican from
Arkansas, who was elected at age 37 (pictured).
Most people elected to office in the U.S. are either Democrats or Republicans. These are the
two major political parties. There is a range of opinion within each of the parties, but Democrats
tend to be more liberal and Republicans more conservative. Republicans are sometimes called
the “GOP”, an abbreviation for “Grand Old Party”, an old nickname for the party. The Democrats
have no similar nickname.
Liberals generally believe the government should do more. They support government spending
on things like education, health care, aid to the poor, and the arts. Liberals also believe taxes
should be high enough to pay for these things. Conservatives generally believe the government

should do less. They want taxes to be lower, and say people could then use their own money to
pay for the things they need or want. Some conservatives do support government programs, but
think they should be provided by state and local governments, not the national government.
Liberals are sometimes called the “Left” and Republicans the “Right”, nicknames based on where
groups sat in the French Assembly in the 1790s.
There are other parties in the U.S. that run candidates in many elections; the most prominent
are the Greens and the Libertarians. Neither has elected any senators, representatives, or
governors, and they are not expected to do so in 2018. There are also candidates who run as
independents, without the official backing of any party.
Twenty-four of the Senate seats on the ballot this year are currently held by Democrats, nine by
Republicans, and two by independents. Races for governor are divided the other way: 26 of
those on the ballot this year are held by Republicans, nine by Democrats, and one by an
independent. There are currently 237 Republicans and 193 Democrats in the House. There are
five House seats that are vacant due to death or resignation.
While the Constitution limits presidents to two terms, there are no limits on members of the
Senate or House. (Some states have term limits on their governors; others do not.) Someone
running for re-election to the job s/he already holds is called an incumbent. If the incumbent is
not running for another term, their position is called an “open seat”.
There are just three open seats for the Senate on the ballot this year; in all the other elections,
an incumbent is seeking re-election. There are 55 open seats in the House. In addition to retiring
from Congress for personal reasons, sometimes members of the House leave in order to run for
another office like senator or governor.

Why do you think incumbents are more likely to win?
What issues are your local candidates talking about?
Do you consider yourself a liberal, a conservative or neither? Why?

How are candidates selected?
In most cases, the Democrats and the Republicans choose their candidates through primaries.
These are elections held in the spring or summer, usually open only to registered party
members, but in some cases to independent voters as well, where all the candidates who want

to be the party’s November candidate or “nominee” compete. Smaller parties like the Greens
and the Libertarians sometimes have primaries, but may also just meet to select a nominee.
Even incumbents who are running again must win nomination.
Incumbents usually have big advantages in primaries, because they
are well-known, powerful, and have many financial supporters. But
they do not always win. In a New York City district this year, Rep.
Joseph Crowley, a member of the Democratic Party’s congressional
leadership who was first elected in 1998, was defeated by political
activist Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (pictured). In a Boston district,
Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez was this
year's biggest surprise upset in the
primaries.

Democratic Rep. Michael Capuano, also first elected in 1998, lost to
Ayanna Pressley, a city councilmember. Mark Harris, a minister,
defeated Republican Rep. Robert Pittinger in a primary in North

Carolina.
Voter turnout -- the number of eligible voters who actually do vote -- is very low in primaries. So
far in 2018, fewer than one-quarter of eligible voters have voted in primaries, and even that
number is unusually high; in midterm years, primary turnout rarely reaches 20 percent. Those
who do vote tend to be the most committed members of a party, and therefore those most
committed to the party’s central beliefs. They may be less interested in compromising with the
other party or appealing to voters outside of the party. This can sometimes lead to the party
losing the election in November, or to more extreme individuals getting elected.
Some states have slightly different primary rules. In California, all candidates from all parties
run in one big primary, and the candidates who finish first and second go on the November
ballot. So there will be some California House contests between two Democrats, and some
between two Republicans. In fact, both candidates for U.S. Senate in California this November
are Democrats: incumbent Sen. Dianne Feinstein, and state legislator Kevin de León.
Party leaders want to choose candidates who will appeal to as many voters as possible, without
compromising on the values of the party. But the appeal of a candidate depends on who is in
their voting area, and that gets into a controversial political tradition called “gerrymandering”.

Did you pay attention to the primary elections in your state?
In some states, only members of the party can vote in the election. Do
you agree with that rule?
Why do you think incumbents have such a big advantage?

What is “gerrymandering”?
Each state gets two senators no matter what, whether the state has 39.5 million residents like
California or 580,000 residents like Wyoming. But the number of House seats each state gets
changes as population shifts. Fifty years ago, Florida, which has 27 House seats now, had just 12;
New York, which also has 27 now, had 41. The territory defining one House seat is called a
district. Currently, each district has about 700,000 residents.
This may seem unfair from today’s perspective, but it was essential to creating the Constitution
in the first place. When the original 13 states met to develop the Constitution, those with
smaller populations feared that they would not be heard if the legislature was based entirely on
population. States with larger populations felt it would be unfair for each state to have total
equality in the legislature since they had more people. As a compromise, the two-chamber
system was adopted.
Every decade, the government does a nationwide population count called a census, and then
determines which states are entitled to more House seats, and which should have fewer. Then, it
is up to state governments to create new district maps for their states. If a state will have 10
seats, officials are charged with drawing lines to create 10 districts of roughly similar
population. Even if the state did not gain or lose representatives, officials re-draw maps to
account for population shifts within the state. These new maps are usually drawn by committees
in state legislatures, which in many states are also up for election this year.
Very early in U.S. history, political leaders figured out that they could use this redrawing system
to their advantage. A state led by Republicans might draw lines to pack as many Democrats as
possible into just one or two districts, leaving Republican voters as the majority in all the other
districts. While this would mean that Democrats would definitely win those couple of districts, it
would mean Republicans would have a better chance at winning the rest than they would have
otherwise.

This image shows a theoretical state where 60 percent of voters belong to the "Blue" party and 40 percent
to the "Red" party. If the state has five House seats, you would expect the Blue party to win three, and the
Red party to win two. But gerrymandering can give the Blue party the advantage in all five, or give the Red
party the advantage in three. You can also see how, in the model where the Red party wins the most seats,
the Blue districts are so heavily dominated by that party that they are less likely to nominate a moderate
candidate. (Image by Steven Nass, 2015. Used with permission.)

This practice can result in some very strangely shaped
districts that do not appear to make much sense. You
might be in the same district as someone who lives 100
miles away but in a different district from someone who
lives in the next neighborhood. While districts have to be
all in one piece, with no breaks, those drawing the lines
have sometimes gotten around this by having narrow
stretches of highway as the only thing connecting two
distant sections.
The 4th Congressional District of Illinois shows
how gerrymandering can lead to very unusually
shaped districts only connected by narrow
boundaries.

In the early 1800s, a Massachusetts newspaper
criticized the redrawing of a district in a shape it
thought resembled a salamander; blaming the
state’s governor, Elbridge Gerry, the publication
called it a “Gerrymander” (cartoon pictured). Since
that time, gerrymandering has become common, and
modern technology has made it even easier. Party
leaders in the states can now use computers to look
at how people are likely to vote on a neighborhoodby-neighborhood level, and can draw lines
accordingly. This has led critics to say elected
officials are choosing voters, when it’s supposed to
be the other way around.
This practice has also led to bigger divisions of

The political cartoon that helped coin the name
"gerrymandering."

opinion within the House. While at one time, there were Democratic and Republican members
of the House that had relatively similar views, as well as those who had more pronounced
differences, gerrymandering has made this far less likely. In those districts drawn to
overwhelmingly favor one party, candidates in primaries will compete to be the most in line with
party views and the least likely to view compromise with the other party as a good thing. This
leads to sometimes very extreme candidates being nominated and elected.
Over the past few decades, there has been a backlash against gerrymandering. Some states
have created nonpartisan committees to redraw districts, which has resulted in much more
competitive elections. Courts have also gotten involved, ordering states to redraw some
districts that appeared to be drawn on racial lines. While this is not directly a reaction to
partisan gerrymandering, African-Americans and Latina/os often vote Democratic. While the
Constitution does not forbid partisan gerrymandering, courts have determined that it does
prohibit race-based gerrymandering.
This 2015 Washington Post piece explains how gerrymandering affects results very effectively:
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/2015/03/01/this-is-the-best-explanationof-gerrymandering-you-will-ever-see/

Do you think gerrymandering is fair?
What do the congressional districts in your state look like? Do they favor
a particular political party?

How do people decide
who to vote for?
Because most coverage of politics and policy is focused on the President, midterms are often
called referendums on the person in that office. That just means that if people like the
President, they are likely to vote for candidates from the President’s party, while if they do not
like the President, they are more likely to vote for the other party. This is particularly true for
Senate and House elections, since legislators vote on national policies. But sometimes, voters
will even use their votes for governor and other offices to show their feelings about who is in
power in Washington.
The Democrats had a majority in Congress for 40 straight years before the 1994 midterms. But
President Bill Clinton was fairly unpopular at that time, and the Democrats lost a total of 54
seats. Clinton was more popular by the second midterm election of his presidency in 1998, and
Democrats gained a few seats, though Republicans maintained the majority.

A rally from the 2010 midterm elections, when Barack Obama’s unpopularity helped lead to a gain in
Republican seats in Congress.

Republicans remained the majority party in the House until 2006, but by then, President George
W. Bush had become unpopular, and the Democrats won a total of 31 seats and the majority.
They lost it again in 2010, when President Barack Obama’s popularity was also fairly low. In that
year, Republicans gained 63 seats. The number of senators from each party has also shifted with
presidential popularity.
Not all voters use their votes solely to show how they feel about the President. Just as in a
presidential election, there are big issues. Economic issues deal with money. These are issues
like how high taxes should be, and how much the government should spend. They are also issues
like how many people have jobs and how much the jobs pay. Social issues are those that affect
Americans’ lives. Some of them are whether abortion should be legal, how much the
government should regulate gun ownership, what our policy on immigration should be, and how
much environmental regulation the government should enact. These are issues in both federal
and state-level elections. In federal elections, foreign policy, which deals with questions of how
the U.S. interacts with other countries, is also important. One big issue in this year’s election
that crosses both economic and foreign policy lines is trade with other nations. President Trump
ran in 2016 promising to help U.S. business by limiting trade and imposing tariffs (taxes on
foreign products that makes them cost more in U.S. stores). These tariffs are controversial,
particularly in some of the states with close Senate elections this year.
To win support, candidates will appear at events in their states or districts, sometimes even
going door to door to meet voters. They will try to get endorsements. An endorsement is a
public announcement from an influential person that they support a candidate. Endorsements
often come from other elected officials, but they can also come from celebrities, professional
athletes, religious leaders, and other people who many voters look up to.
They will also air commercials on television, radio, and online, and use social media to reach out
to voters. This is the main form of outreach from candidates to voters, and the advertising is
often very negative, criticizing the candidate’s opponent or the other party rather than
discussing the candidate’s own ideas or qualifications. This is because research has found that
such negative messages -- making voters afraid of, or angry about, the other side winning -motivates voters more than positive messages.
These ads sometimes distort facts by presenting only part of the story, and by using harsh
imagery and sound effects. While traditional television campaign ads have not usually contained
outright lies, in the Internet era it is much easier to spread “information” about another
candidate that may be entirely made up.
Probably the most significant way candidates try to get elected is by raising money. Candidates

make phone calls and hold special events where they try to convince them to give. Many
industry organizations and activist groups will direct campaign contributions to candidates in
tight races. The parties also have their own national organizations set up to direct campaign
contributions to specific elections. They may choose to add money to campaigns that look like
good opportunities for their candidate, or to basically give up on candidates who seem like they
are not going to be able to win.
The importance of money in politics is controversial. In recent years, the Supreme Court has
taken the position that spending to promote or oppose candidates is a form of free speech
protected by the First Amendment. This has led some wealthy individuals to spend millions of
dollars trying to elect certain candidates who support policies that would be helpful to these
individuals and their business interests. On the other side of the issue are those who say that
unlimited campaign spending is not the same as free speech, and that all this money essentially
lets big business and the super-rich buy elections.

What issues are important to you or your family? Why are they important?
How will you decide who to vote for when you’re able to vote?
What political ads have you seen this year?
Do you think there should be more or less limits on spending money in
campaigns? Do you think people are influenced primarily by money?

Who actually votes?
The United States has relatively low voter turnout compared to other wealthy democratic
nations. In recent presidential election years, only about 60 percent of those eligible to vote
have done so, compared to more than 80 percent in some other countries.
In midterm years, the number is even lower: only about 40 percent of eligible voters have cast
ballots. Presidential elections get a lot of attention, and often focus on personalities instead of
policy, so voters may feel more passionate about the result. Midterms require a greater level of
voter engagement to make a choice. In addition, public opinion of Congress is very low -- polls
show that only about 15 percent of Americans think Congress is doing a good job -- many voters
may feel it does not make a difference who is there, as the institution as a whole is dysfunctional.
When so few people vote, it is easy for those who feel particularly passionately to make a big

difference. Polls indicate that voters on both sides are very motivated in 2018. Voters feel very
strongly about President Trump’s performance, and many are eager to be heard. But even if
turnout is unusually high, it’s very likely that fewer than half of those who are eligible to vote
will actually do so.

Why do you think some people don’t turn out to vote?
Would your opinion of Congress influence your decision to vote at all?

Polls
Public polls taken on behalf of media organizations can give us an idea of what elections will be
close. Those who conduct polls use mathematical formulas that allow them to get a good sense
of overall voter sentiment by interviewing just a small number of potential voters. For statewide
races like those for senator (https://realclearpolitics.com/epolls/latest_polls/senate/) and
governor (https://realclearpolitics.com/epolls/latest_polls/governor/), polls are done by
candidate name.
There are also polls taken in close congressional districts tracking specific House races
(https://realclearpolitics.com/epolls/latest_polls/house/). But because it is much harder to keep
track of 435 separate House elections than 35 Senate races or 36 races for governor, pollsters
also track what they call the “Generic Ballot” for the House
(https://realclearpolitics.com/epolls/other/2018_generic_congressional_vote-6185.html). These
are polls of voters nationwide where they are asked which party’s candidate they plan to vote
for in their local House race.
The media -- journalists and commentators for television, radio, the Internet, and newspapers -is often criticized for ignoring the issues when covering elections. The media does cover the
issues, but does not always do so very well. Part of the reason why is because the issues are
complex and it can take a long time to explain them, and explain where the candidates stand. In a
midterm election year, there are a lot of candidates to cover. Instead, they may focus on polling
results, treating the elections as a sort of sporting event or contest, and talking about who is
“ahead” or “behind” rather than on how the elections will impact policy.
Polls are not always right. In the last presidential election, while the final national polls on
whether people planned to vote for Donald Trump, Democrat Hillary Clinton, or another

candidate were pretty close to the result, state-level polls in several states underestimated
Trump’s support. Most political observers and journalists had expected Clinton to win the
election based on these polls.
The specific 2018 elections examined below are considered competitive for a variety of reasons,
but polls are a significant one. In some cases, these elections won’t turn out to be that close at
all, while some others that polls may not be showing as close will turn out to be.

What will happen this year?
Because President Trump is currently unpopular, with polls showing about 36 to 40 percent of
voters approving of his performance, Democrats are expected to do well this year. Most
professional analysts say the Democrats have at least a 70 percent chance of winning House
control.
But even with an unpopular
Republican President,
Republicans may actually gain
seats in the Senate. This is
because of where the elections
are happening.
While every state has House
races, not all of them have
Senate races. And each state
has the same number of
senators. Many of the elections
this year have Democratic
incumbents in small states that
usually elect Republicans, and Many American polling places, such as this one, are in schools and community
where Trump remains popular.

buildings.

Democrats need to gain a total of two seats in order to win Senate control, and while analysts
say that is possible, it basically means they have to win every election that is expected to be
close.
But these elections are not entirely about the President. The personal popularity of a candidate
can play a role. Montana is a very Republican state, but Democratic Sen. Jon Tester, who is

running for a third term, is very well-liked. Trump won West Virginia with 69 percent of the vote,
his biggest margin in any state, but Democratic Sen. Joe Manchin is favored to win re-election.

Senate and House Races
Many senators are considered “safe” because they are very unlikely to lose. The Democratic
senators from Connecticut, Massachusetts, and New York, for example, are all expected to win
easily, as are Republican senators from Mississippi, Nebraska, and Wyoming. (There are two
independent senators who are not formally members of either party -- Sen. Angus King of Maine
and Sen. Bernie Sanders of Vermont. Both side with the Democrats in terms of electing Senate
leaders, so they are counted with Democrats when analysts look at the contest for control of the
Senate. They are both up for re-election this year and are both expected to win easily.)

This map shows the expected outcomes in Senate races this year. States in white have no Senate elections, states in red are
expected to elect Republicans, and states in blue are expected to elect Democrats. Twelve states' elections are expected to
be close. (The "S" on Minnesota and Mississippi signify the special elections in those states, which are each electing both of
their senators this year.) Map generated at 270toWin.com.

There are about 12 Senate elections that look like they could be close. If Democrats won them
all, they would have 53 seats in the Senate next year (including those two independents). If
Republicans won them all, they would have 59 Senate seats. Neither party is likely to win all of

them, but even if they split them evenly, six each, the Democrats would have just 47 seats total.
So the Republicans have an advantage despite President Trump’s low popularity.
In Arizona, Republican Sen. Jeff Flake is retiring. Two members of the House -- Republican
Martha McSally and Democrat Kyrsten Sinema -- are running in a race that has been very close
in polling. The winner will be Arizona’s first female senator.
In Florida, Democratic Sen. Bill Nelson is running for a fourth term against Republican Gov. Rick
Scott. The race is expected to be very close -- some polls have shown Scott with a slim lead,
while others have been tied.
In Indiana, Democratic Sen. Joe Donnelly is running for a second term. Indiana usually votes
Republican, and Donnelly won mainly because his Republican opponent six years ago was
perceived as too extreme by many voters. He now faces Republican Mike Braun, and polls have
shown the race to be basically a tie.
In Missouri, Democratic Sen. Claire McCaskill is running for a third term. She almost lost six
years ago, but as in Indiana, she faced a weak Republican opponent in a state that tends to favor
Republicans. This year, she is up against Republican Josh Hawley, the state attorney general.
Most polls show the race to be very close.
In Montana, Democratic Sen. Jon Tester is running for a third term against Republican Matt
Rosendale, who holds the office of state auditor. While the state generally leans toward
Republicans, Tester has been ahead in the polls due to his personal popularity. Still, the election
is expected to be close.
In Nevada, Republican Sen. Dean Heller is running for re-election against Democratic Rep.
Jacky Rosen. Nevada is often a close state, but it has been shifting toward Democrats in recent
years. Polls show a very close race, with Rosen possibly having a narrow advantage.
In New Jersey, Democratic Sen. Robert Menendez is running for re-election against Republican
Bob Hugin, a businessman. New Jersey is usually a very Democratic state, but Menendez
recently went on trial for federal corruption charges. While he was not convicted, the trial hurt
his popularity. He still leads in polls, but not by significant margins.
In North Dakota, Democratic Sen. Heidi Heitkamp is running for a second term against
Republican Rep. Kevin Cramer. Heitkamp is relatively popular, but North Dakota is a very
Republican state, and Cramer has had narrow leads in polls.
In Tennessee, Republican Sen. Bob Corker is retiring. While the state leans Republican,
Democrats nominated a popular former governor, Phil Bredesen, who is in a very close race with

Republican Rep. Marsha Blackburn.
In Texas, Republican Sen. Ted Cruz is running for a second term. Texas is the most Republican big
state in the country, and Cruz was not originally expected to face a tough race. However,
Democratic Rep. Beto O’Rourke has attracted support from party activists across the country
and has been able to spend more than Cruz. Cruz leads in polls, but only by a few percentage
points.
In West Virginia, Democratic Sen. Joe Manchin is running for re-election against Republican
Patrick Morrisey, the state attorney general. While West Virginia has become very Republican
in recent years, Manchin is personally popular. Morrisey only won the Republican nomination
after a very bitter primary, which started him off at a disadvantage. The election could be close,
but Manchin has been ahead in recent polls.
In Wisconsin, Democratic Sen. Tammy Baldwin, the first openly gay senator in U.S. history, is
running for a second term. She is facing Republican Leah Vukmir, a state legislator. Baldwin leads
in polls, but Wisconsin has been very evenly split between Democrats and Republicans in recent
elections -- Trump won the state by less than 23,000 votes in 2016 -- so the election could be
close.
In terms of the House, most political experts believe that about 60 seats are competitive.

This map shows the expected outcomes in House races this year. Districts in red are expected to elect
Republicans, and districts in blue are expected to elect Democrats. Districts in gray are expected to be close.
Map generated at 270toWin.com.

Governor Races
In the 36 races for governor, 10 -- Alaska, Connecticut, Florida, Georgia, Iowa, Maine, Michigan,
Nevada, Ohio, and Wisconsin -- are seen as the most competitive. While races for governor do
not have the same implications as federal Senate and House races, they do impact policy on
issues like education, healthcare, transportation, and welfare at the state level. Elections for
governor and state legislatures will also impact the next re-drawing of House district lines.
In Alaska, the nation’s one independent governor, Bill Walker, is seeking a second term. Most
polls have him slightly behind Republican Mike Dunleavy, a former state legislator, but well
ahead of Democrat Mark Begich, a former U.S. senator.
In Connecticut, two businessmen -- Democrat Ned Lamont and Republican Bob Stefanowski -are facing off. Polls show Lamont with a slim lead.
In Florida, Republican Rep. Ron DeSantis is facing Democrat Andrew Gillum, the mayor of
Tallahassee. If elected, Gillum would be the state’s first African-American governor. This is a
very close race, and because Florida is a very big state, both parties are investing a lot of money
in it.
In Georgia, Democrat Stacey Abrams, a former leader of the state legislature, is running against
Republican Brian Kemp, the Georgia secretary of state. If elected, Abrama would be the state’s
first African-American governor, and the first female African-American governor anywhere in
the U.S. Polls show the race to be a tie.
In Iowa, Republican Gov. Kim Reynolds, who became governor when the previous governor
resigned, is running against Democratic businessman Fred Hubbell. Reynolds has a narrow lead
in the polls.
In Maine, Democrat Janet Mills, the state attorney general, and Republican businessman Shawn
Moody are in a very close race.
In Michigan, Republican Bill Schuette, the state attorney general, is running against Democrat
Gretchen Whitmer, a former state legislator. Polls show Whitmer with a slight lead.
In Nevada, Republican Adam Laxalt, the state attorney general, is running against Democrat
Steve Sisolak, a county-level official. Polls show the race to be a tie.
In Ohio, Democrat Richard Cordray, a former federal and state official, is running against
Republican Mike DeWine, the state attorney general. Polls show Cordray with a slim lead.

This map shows the expected outcomes in races for governor this year. States in white have no gubernatorial elections,
states in red are expected to elect Republicans, and states in blue are expected to elect Democrats. The 10 states in gray are
expected to have close elections. (The total count at the top includes governors from states that do not have elections this
year.) Map generated at 270toWin.com.

In Wisconsin, Republican Gov. Scott Walker is running for a third term. Polls show him slightly
behind Democrat Tony Evers, who heads the state education department.

Election Night
On the night of Tuesday, November 6, television and Internet news outlets will cover the results
of all of these elections. While in a presidential election year, many channels spend all night
reporting on the results, they do not always do so in midterm years. To follow along, try a
channel like CNN, Fox News, or MSNBC starting around 7:00 p.m. Eastern Time, or go to
Politico.com, a website devoted to elections and other political news. News websites in your
own state will have a closer focus on your local results.

Cable news networks and local stations carry special coverage of elections. (CC BY SA 4.0 Patrick Benson)

While voting takes place, the media dispatches pollsters to do special surveys called exit polls.
These are surveys of who people just voted for and why. News organizations will use the data
gathered to try to predict in advance who has won each race, and also to get a sense of how
people of different genders, races, religions, income levels, and other categories voted. Election
coverage will often feature reporters saying things like a candidate “received 55 percent of the
women’s vote.” These statistics come from the exit polls -- who people actually voted for is
secret.
In their Election Night coverage, journalists will use this data as well as other data to make
projections on winners. In many races, they will not have to wait until all of the votes have
actually been counted to say who the winner will be. In a case where one candidate has won by a
very wide margin -- called a “landslide” in political slang -- the projection will be made very
early. In cases where the race is very close, they will wait until many or sometimes all of the
votes are actually counted before making a projection.
After the 2018 elections, there will be no break for ambitious politicians. Many senators,
governors, and representatives are considering running for president in 2020, and that process
will get started almost immediately. Even some of those running for the first time might try -Barack Obama was elected to the Senate in 2004 and was elected president just four years

later. Perhaps one of those names above will be the next president of the United States!

Where will you look at election results?
What information and analysis do you think journalists should provide
about the election?
Are there any candidates that you’re learning about who you think may
become national figures or even president?

Find Out More
There are several places online to find out more about this year’s elections.
Politics1, a website about elections, has links to all candidates for Senate
(http://politics1.com/senate.htm), House (http://politics1.com/congress.htm), and governor
(http://politics1.com/governor.htm).
The Democratic Senatorial Campaign Committee (http://www.dscc.org/), the Democratic
Congressional Campaign Committee (https://dccc.org/), and the Democratic Governors
Association (https://democraticgovernors.org/) work to elect Democratic candidates to those
offices; the National Republican Senatorial Committee (https://www.nrsc.org/), National
Republican Congressional Committee (https://www.nrcc.org/), and Republican Governors
Association (https://www.rga.org/) work to elect Republicans.
RealClearPolitics has the latest polling data at
http://www.realclearpolitics.com/epolls/latest_polls/elections/.
Political Wire (http://www.politicalwire.com/) and Politico (http://www.politico.com/) are
websites devoted to elections and other political news.
Crystal Ball (http://www.centerforpolitics.org/crystalball/) and Inside Elections
(https://insideelections.com/) are websites written by professional political analysts who make
predictions about who will win each race. FiveThirtyEight (https://fivethirtyeight.com/) is a site
that does something similar using statistical models.
270toWin (https://www.270towin.com/) is a site that gathers predictions from various sources.
It also has interactive maps that you can use to make your own predictions.
The Senate (https://www.senate.gov/) and House (https://www.house.gov/) websites have all
sorts of information on current senators and representatives, what Congress does, and the
history of both chambers.

